
Enhanced visibility and better decision-
making across your network of devices
Businesses run on networked assets. However, with a steady rise in cyber threats and the need for 

faster, more effective decision making, managing these assets is critical. From remote locations, to 

homeworkers and corporate offices, understanding exactly what print, scan and fax devices are on 

your network has never been more important. And now it’s easier than ever to manage and gain 

insight into all of your assets from one place — even the ones that aren’t under your Managed 

Print Services (MPS) contract.

XEROX® MPS A SSE T MANAGEMENT SERVICE 
C APABILIT Y BRIEF

C O M P R E H E N S I V E  A S S E T 
M A N A G E M E N T  I N S I G H T S 

In addition to break-fix and supplies 
management, asset management has always 
been a core component of MPS. Now we’re 
taking it even further by extending the asset 
management component to devices that 
aren’t currently under contract. This makes  
it simpler to manage the lifecycle of your 
printers, scanners and fax machines, even  
the ones you didn’t know you had.

MPS ASSET MANAGEMENT 
KEY BENEFITS AND FEATURES 

Enables fact based decision making 
so you can:

DID YOU KNOW? 

According to Xerox data, roughly 40% 
of devices are unmanaged.

•    Gain a complete picture of global 
assets including homeworkers   

•    Centralize change management 
including MACD, account/asset 
connectivity support, pre-billing and 
transition management

•    Improve data accuracy through 
timely asset data reporting and MPS 
Advanced Analytics

•    Reduce costs by understanding  
asset data to drive fleet efficiency

•    Minimize risk of asset and data loss, 
security vulnerabilities and lack of 
regulatory compliance

•   Improve sustainability through  
an environmentally responsible asset 
disposal process

Xerox® MPS Asset Management Service brings 
visibility to data in an intuitive, cloud-based 
dashboard. Whether devices are Xerox or 
non-Xerox, managed or unmanaged, even 
those serviced by another vendor – you see it 
all in one place.

Data visualizations provide the actionable 
insights needed to stay informed and be 
responsive. You can even filter assets by 
capability or service entitlement and view 
lifecycle information to support inventory 
audits. It’s all about minimizing threats, 
managing risk and uncovering unknown 
factors to make better business decisions.



Breakthrough Visibility, Next-Level Results 
Flexible work trends. Changing print needs. Pending fleet refreshes. 
Bring it on. Imagine what you can do with the ability to analyze your 
entire fleet, reduce risk and improve security with a single tool. Learn 
more at xerox.com/mpsasset .
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED THESE CHALLENGES AND RISKS WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZ ATION?

I want to know where all of my printers are.

I want to improve asset tracking at remote or indirect sites that have equipment that isn’t being managed.  
I believe it’s a significant number and they pose a risk.

I want one place to audit my fleet and see details of all my non-managed assets. 

I have difficulty identifying and tracking devices that need firmware updates.

I have trouble finding the data I need to locate devices that aren’t meeting compliance requirements.

I have remote regions with small device installations managed by a third party.

I need global reporting on all devices, not just those under my MPS contract.

I need the ability to provide basic, full visibility into my number of assets and asset types.

I need to lower my costs by getting more value out of the portfolio of devices that I already have,  
including unmanaged assets. 

I have cost, compliance, security and sustainability concerns across my device portfolio.

C A PA BIL I T IES SUPPORT ED 
BY MPS ASSET MANAGEMENT 

• Rightsize/Optimize Fleet Topology

• Manage Fleet Governance  
and Cost Control

• Improve User, Service and 
Operations Management 
Experience

• View Asset Metric Insights

Sound familiar?
More devices doesn’t have to mean more problems.  

With total visibility in a consolidated view, MPS Asset 

Management takes the guesswork out of seeing and solving the 

most common asset management challenges, including security 

concerns and cost savings. And we can help you stay agile with 

optional custom services to meet your unique business needs.
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We’ve been managing the lifecycle of print assets in organizations across the globe for over 30 years, and you can 
trust our pressure-tested set of award-winning tools and services to deliver. 

http://xerox.com/mpsasset

